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The Bill (Willie) Ritchie Story: Part 1 ( 1954-1970) – The Glory Days 

As a lifelong comic collector and for the past 15 years or more a comic historian I have been lucky to 

count a number of great British comic artists amongst those I would class as a friend. Of them, I 

would class my friendship with Bill Ritchie as something more. Not only was Bill a professional comic 

artist, but he was a gentleman with a great sense humour. But for me, even more so than that, he 

was a serious comic historian who attended the first Denis Gifford “Comics 101” convention in the 

1970’s aimed at professionals, and had been interested in the history of comics for far longer than 

that. We corresponded on numerous occasions on topics that Bill’s thirst for knowledge needed 

slaking. When we met it was just the same. Bill would quiz me incessantly about some comic artist or 

other and I would go away with a couple of weeks of research to do to respond to his queries. I think 

he was more respectful of my interest in the history of British comics than he ever was of my lifelong 

collection of comics and art. I feel extremely fortunate to have been able to have counted Bill Ritchie 

and his wife Anne as a friend. 

 

Bill at work on his beloved Baby Crockett at home: 

For many British humour comic art fans, their list of artists would probably start and finish with 

Dudley Watkins? Or perhaps Leo Baxendale? Or even my personal favourite Ken Reid. Great as these 

artists were D.C. Thomson’s stable of artist was large and varied with lots of great talent. They had 

more freelance artists than staff over the years, but still the staff line up was full of tremendous 

artists such as Davy Law, Ken Hunter, Frank McDiarmid, Dave Sutherland, Mike Barrett, Tom 

Bannister, Dave Gudgeon, Jim Petrie and of course Bill Ritchie. These men and others were the 

backbone of the humour side of D.C. Thomson comic’s empire, and Bill Ritchie was certainly one of 

the larger vertebrae! 

Born on August 1
st

 1931, a lifelong speedway fan who competed as a teenager on behalf of Scotland 

in 1949, Bill’s love of Speedway stayed with him throughout his life and he contributed numerous 

cartoons in various Speedway magazines.  Bill spent 2 years at Glasgow School of Art from 1950-

1952 and then jumped straight into National Service and was off to Korea as a military policeman for 
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the duration. His first professional work was for the Glasgow newspapers where he drew various 

cartoons depicting army life in Korea. While serving he met D.C. Thomson artist Jimmy Malcolm 

(MAL.) - a lifelong friend – whom on their return to Scotland introduced him to Mark Anthony, then 

head of the Art department at D.C. Thomson who Bill described as a “real artist” and a very good 

painter. Mark brought Bill on as a staff artist in the late fall of 1954. 

His first work for Thomson appeared in The Sporting Post for which he contributed Sporty Joe 

amongst many other spot cartoons and sports strips as the years went by. His first known comic strip 

was “Clumsy Claude” in the Beano in January 1955. Curiously for a small strip such as it was D.C. 

Thomson actually promoted it in the boy’s story papers. 

 

Clumsy Claude June 11
th

 1955 
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Self admittedly influenced by Jack Lindsay and Bud Neil (he of “Lobby Dosser” fame) Bill quickly 

developed his own unique style. In the early days of his career he had the good fortune to sit next to 

some young D.C. Thomson greats such as Jimmy Thomson, Mike Barratt, Ian Kennedy, Doug Philips 

and some older hands such as Fred Sturrock, Sam Fair and the great George Drysdale. All of whom 

by his own admission helped young Bill along. 

His solo strips increased as he got into his stride doing numerous short strips such as “Game Gus” 

(1955) for the “Wizard” as well as flyer inserts placed into the comics advertising free gifts or new 

comics, before landing the job of producing perhaps his most iconic character “Baby Crockett” for 

the “Beezer” which was written by Ian Reid of the Beezer editorial staff in those early days. In 

general scripts for his characters were written by a variety of D.C. Thomson editorial staff but a 

number of his scripts written directly by Harold Moon; editor of Bunty. Other legendary editors that 

Bill worked for during that Golden Age of British comics included Bill Swinton (Beezer), Bill Man 

(Sparky) Ian Chisholm (Sparky, Romeo), Walter Fearn (Bimbo, Little Star), Norman Fowler (Wizard), 

Harold (Harry) Crammond (Beano), Ron Fraser (Topper) Ralph Duncan (Adventure) and, finally, Tim 

Cunningham (Rover). In short he worked for everyone! And hopefully this little homage to Bill will 

demonstrate the startling volume of work he produced for these editors without sacrificing the 

quality of his work, which remained simplistically outstanding throughout his career. 

I want to stop here for a moment and briefly discuss heralded humour artists who have achieved 

iconic status with D.C. Thomson such as Dudley Watkins, Ken Reid, and Leo Baxendale principally to 

discuss the qualities that merited this accolade. To achieve this status it wasn’t just enough just to be 

able to produce high quality work, it also has to be on time, which means you have to work quickly 

and it had to be consistent. Many other artists could quite easily achieve these goals for quality, but 

what separated them from those iconic artists was the volume that they could handle as well as 

consistently producing the quality and be on time. What I’ve begun to see in writing this mini 

biography of Bill’s work is that he clearly must have fallen into the same category as those greats 

mentioned earlier based simply on the volume and quality of work he produced on time. 

Starting in issue #34 of the Beezer in September 1956, Bill’s iconic Baby Crockett strip began and ran 

continuously in the Beezer until issue #1809 in September 1990. This represented an amazing run of 

1757 strips over 34 years. Even then the strip, still drawn by Bill, continued in the annuals and 

summer specials until 2002, almost ten years after he retired.  

Baby Crockett also appeared simultaneously in the “Bimbo” from 1961-71 and then later on in “Little 

Star” 1972-1976 (see index below) with all of the strips being drawn by Bill Ritchie. As you would 

expect the strips produced for the Beezer were written and drawn for a slightly older reader than 

the ones written drawn for the two juvenile comics and were totally separate from each other, 

meaning that Bill was always drawing these two strips for fifteen years of his working life. This was a 

chore he admittedly thoroughly enjoyed. 
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“I have to confess to “nicking” this image from the Dundee University website (sorry Dr. Chris 

Murray) because not only is it funny but it also displays a true social commentary of life back in the 

late 50’s  as I can still clearly remember my dad climbing into the bath after mum had finished 

washing me when I was a kid! ☺☺☺☺” 
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Toots Original Rough 

In addition to the Baby Crocket strip Bill turned out a plethora of odds and sods for other comics 

during this period which in a way set out the path for the rest of his career. Strips like “Charlie 

Chick” which ran in the Beezer for two years while he was doing Baby Crockett. While Charlie Chick 

was going in the Beezer, along came “Toots” at the same time in the Bunty. 

Toots started in 1956 and ran for 30 years, only 4 years less than Baby C.! All this and not forgetting 

“Uncle Windbag” which appeared in the “Beano” from 1956 for two years! I’m unable to verify at 

the time of publishing this piece but I also think “Haggis”, Bunty’s dog from the Bunty, began to 

appear in his own strip in the Bunty at this time as well? By 1958 these characters also started to 

appear in the yearly annuals also. Bill closed out the 1950’s by taking on a new strip called Wooley 

West. 

 

Bill Ritchie original artwork for Haggis 
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Little Lulu (Wizard) 

As Bill marched towards the swinging 60’s he added “Little Lulu” in the Bunty and “Sporty” in the 

Wizard, not to mention a few covers, cartoons and feature pages for both the Wizard and the Rover. 

Of all of the incredible humour artists on the Thomson staff during this influential period in Bill’s 

early career, he did on more than one occasion profess that his favourite humour artist was Davy 

Law. When I asked if this was because Baby Crockett was loosely based on Davy Law’s Wee Fella 

strip from the newspaper, he shook his head and admitted that he felt that Davy’s drawing style on 

strips such as Dennis the Menace and Corporal Clott were so innovative and stylistically unique that 

it raised him to another level altogether. Having always been a great admirer of Law I have to agree, 

but feel Bill was underestimating his own abilities. 
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As the 1960’s dawned, the now married Bill Ritchie began working from home along with the likes of 

Dudley Watkins and his hero Davy Law. A privilege afforded only to those held in very high esteem 

by the editorial staff of the day and probably approved by R.D. Low, the Godfather of D.C. Thomson.   

From a comic perspective the 1960’s roared in and as the British comics industry continued with 

gusto, rolling forward the success of the 1950’s through titles like the Beano, Dandy, Eagle, Bunty 

and others to the new creations of the 60’s such as Ranger, Boys World, T.V. Express and others. 

Bill’s workload continued to increase and in 1960 his work (Baby Crockett) appeared on the Beezer 

annual for the first of only two occasions. Bill’s workload never seemed to slacken through his whole 

career, as in the late 50’s early 60’s his work for the boy’s story papers increased. 

In addition to his Sporty strip he also contributed quite a few covers during this period. Bill chose to 

make these covers busy action scenes of children creating bundles of trouble for the attending 

adults, possibly drawn from the scenes of complete mayhem created by Leo’s Baxendale’s Bash 

Street Kids and The Banana Bunch and exhibited in one page strips in the Beano and the Beezer. 

Bill’s fabulous one page strips such as the “Cat Street Kids” and the Xmas cover (see below) 

appeared in the boys papers with regularity in the early 1960’s and I’m sure they captured the 

imagination of the kids of the day. Of course in 1961 the “Bimbo” appeared and once again Bill was 

called on to reproduce a juvenile version of “Baby Crockett” as well as “Pip the Penguin” and “Billy 

Big Ears”. While Baby Crockett did appear on a couple of covers, Bill’s other loveable Bimbo 

character Pip the Penguin appeared on most covers of this title. These additions along with all of the 

part time strips and cartoons for the boy’s story papers and with the cartoons for the newspapers 

must certainly have kept Bill very busy. 

  

Baby C. in Bimbo: 
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Bill’s original final colour rough for the 1970 Bimbo Annual with Baby C. and Pip. This was his 3
rd

 

attempt on this cover to satisfy the editorial staff, proving things didn’t always go smoothly: ☺☺☺☺ 

However things took a giant leap forward with the introduction of the “Sparky” comic in 1965. While 

not involved in the inaugural issue, Bill’s talents were immediately called upon to provide a one page 
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style strip about two space kids who hang out on the moon with the affable “Moonsters”. Ideally 

suited to Bill’s subtle talents this strip arrived in issue #2 of the series, with the probable reason 

being that the full page advertisement of the cover of issue #1 leaving no room for the strip in the 

first issue. The Moonsters occupied the back page in colour but eventually they ousted Sparky 

himself from the front page! This addition of course would obviously add to Bill’s workload with not 

only the comic but the annuals which now meant he had four weekly strips to produce!! I have 

included Bill’s original colour rough for the 1968 Sparky annual and the original colour rough for the 

Bimbo Annual from 1970. The Moonsters appeared on the first three covers of the Sparky annuals 

and oddly enough I don’t recall the title character Sparky ever appearing on the cover?  

While all this was going on somehow Bill was given the job of producing that scruffy degenerate 

“Smiffy” in February 1967. Although this popular strip only lasted for a couple of years, the 

character kept popping up in the Beezer Book right up until 1989. Which makes me wonder why 

they got rid of the strip in the first place? Perhaps Bill had finally reached his limit with Baby C. in the 

Beezer and the Bimbo, Pip the Penguin in the Bimbo, and the Moonsters in Sparky. 

 

Smiffy Sparky Comic: 
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Bill’s final colour rough for the Sparky Annual 1968, one of my favourite pieces: 
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The Moonsters only ran for four years before they were retired from the Sparky but immediately Bill 

was called upon to deliver another of his long loved characters and one of my favourites of the 

impressive stable of characters he had already established. “John Bulldog” made his debut in the 

Sparky in November 1968. Designed to be a British Bulldog through and through the original name 

for the strip was possibly selected as a “play” on words to evoke the imagery of the long running and 

very popular “John Bull” magazine. Often referred to as the British version of the American Saturday 

Evening Post the John Bull magazine exemplified British values and impressions of how family life 

should be. 

 

John Bull Magazine from the late 1950s. 
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Bill’s John Bulldog original design roughs for the character 

 

Bill’s “Key” drawing for Barney Bulldog to replace the Moonsters dated July 1968 

However after only a few appearances the title was changed in January 1969 to the more familiar 

and much more appealing “Barney Bulldog”. We can only speculate why? John Bulldog was not 
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really a name one would think that would engender an association between the character and a 

youngster - I know it didn’t with me? Or perhaps someone reminded the editor that John Bull was in 

fact published by rival comic company Odhams Press who had stolen Leo Baxendale, Ken Reid, and 

possibly one of the best script writers ever to grace the comics Walter Thorburn ☺ More than likely 

though it was the change over from ex Boys Paper editor Willie Mann to the madcap Ian “Chis” 

Chisholm. Who knows?  

Just when you thought Bill would take a welcome rest after Smiffy was withdrawn in February 1969 

up pops “Dicky Burd” in the Beezer to take Bill back up to five strips a week!! I was often tempted to 

ask him if he was on Peace work instead of a fixed salary when he was doing all these strips. With 

five ongoing strips Bill settled into a steady rhythm for next few years until the 1970’s once again 

rang in the changes as the comic market experienced the changing demographics as the children of 

the post war generation came of age.  

 

Looking at the date of this sample and the character it would appear that Dicky Burd may 

have been Fred Sparrow to begin with? 
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The Bill (Willie) Ritchie Story: Part 2 – (1970-1993) – Ring the Changes 

The early 1970’s introduce the first high quality mini cassette recorder, colour TV’s were starting to 

be popular in UK home, Dr. Who, Star Trek, and Captain Scarlet fighting the Mysterons. Also the 

electronic calculator was becoming more accessible to the masses, and of course there were more 

homes with TVs than ever before. All of these factors had a huge influence on the baby boomer’s 

kids. The comic market was shifting and the publishers had to respond. The simpler tastes of the 

baby boomers themselves would no longer satisfy the generation of kids starting to read comics in 

the early 1970’s.  

First out of the gate for D.C. Thomson was to pull the Bimbo off the shelves and almost immediately 

replaced with Little Star in 1972. Bill’s Pip the Penguin, the staple character of the Bimbo became a 

bit player in the new comic, often only starring on a puzzle page and not always drawn by Bill in the 

new comic and annuals, though Baby Crockett did manage to remain as a weekly strip and always 

got a spot in the annual. As if to compensate for these changes Bill started drawing a strip in 1972 

that would run for nearly ten years in the “Beezer”. “Hairy Dan the Football Fan” was right up Bill’s 

alley. A keen football fan and golfer he took to this strip like a duck in water. Effectively Dan replaced 

the full time Pip the Penguin strip in the Bimbo bringing Bill back up to his five strip compliment. 

Again I should also mention that this would also include the annuals and the summer specials which 

for the Beezer began in 1973. 

D.C. Thomson’s first big relaunch which extended into the girl’s comics also was the introduction of 

“Buzz” comic in 1973, for which Bill drew a knight of old strip called “Good Knight”.  

 

Bill’s Good Knight roughs 1972 
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And of course the strip that I think in terms of complexity with all of the various characters involved 

was possibly Bill’s toughest challenge and that was the “Twitz of the Ritz”. This strip was Bill at his 

creative best. Although he lost Pip the Penguin as a regular strip, effectively Bill added these two 

strips to his already impressive workload. 

 

A very special gift from Bill, given to me in 2003 with many of his best loved characters. 
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As quickly as it burst onto the comic scene Buzz faded away after a couple of years, to be absorbed 

into the Topper only to eventually be replaced by “Cracker” in 1975 for which Bill was immediately 

given the job of drawing one of Cracker’s most endearing strips called “Simple Spyman”.  

 

Simple Spyman Preliminary Drawing: 

After only 87 issues and just 3 months short of a two year run, Cracker disappeared from the shelves 

to eventually be replaced by yet another new comic called “Plug” in 1977. For the eighteen months 

of Plug’s run Bill produced a one page feature called “Supporting Life”. 
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Whilst working on Plug, another one of Bill’s endearing characters which also didn’t last popped up 

in the “Beano” - “Two Gun Tony – The King Street Cowboy”. The strip had an eighteen month run 

before it was pulled from the comic. Originally called the Two Gun Kid as you can see from the 

preliminary artwork below it centred around a kid, Tony, who was the Billy the kid of his world. At 

the same time as this strip was in full swing another strip from the “Beano” called “Sweet Sue” 

arrived on Bill’s plate in October 1978 and ran until 1980, and the Beano annual in 1980 and 1981. 

Finally in the midst of all this the “Beezer” editor suddenly decided in March 1978 that they would 

resurrect Dicky Burd.  Lasting for only 7 months, presumably because Bill simply couldn’t have coped 

with drawing 7 strips a week for a sustained period, it was cancelled? 

 

Looking at Bill’s Preliminary drawing it would seem Tony was originally destined to be the    

Two Gun Tot: 

After this as the onset of the 1980’s approached it seems that Thomson reconciled themselves to 

the fact that comics were on the wane. It should be mentioned that during this same period the 

girl’s comics also went through a similar upheaval. This was demonstrated when in 1981 Bill was 

called upon to produce a feature page in the girls comic “Tracy” that had four 4 frame sets on the 
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page (see below). The page was composed of “Sporty Sue, Cave Girl, Angela, and Elton’s Cousin 

Cuthbert”. 

 

Bill’s efforts in Debbie 1981: 

Also identified around this time period but not defined was a strip called “Handy Tandy” by Bill that 

was running in the “Debbie” comic. This strip was apparently a resurrection of the similarly named 

strip “Handy Mandy” which ran in the Bunty in ~ 1959? Any info on this would be appreciated. 
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Handy Tandy Debbie comic c1981: 

 

Handy Mandy in Bunty comic date? 

Next the Bill Ritchie production line in March 1981 was “Hungry Hoss” in the “Beezer”, again as 

many others did this character also appeared in the summer specials and annuals. This popular strip 

ran until 1987. Somehow between 1981 and 1986 Bill managed to avoid any new work that I have 

been able to identify, but then came something completely new. 
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Hungry Hoss Beezer 1981 

In 1986 D.C. Thomson moved into uncharted territory in the UK comic business. They were 

contracted to provide artistic and editorial content for a strip that was to appear only in Europe for 

the comic “Wendy”. Editorial content was provided by Bill Graham and artistic content was provided 

by the old workhorse himself Bill Ritchie for a humorous horse strip called “Snobben & Skrutten” 

(Swedish version though originally it started in Germany). Having spent five years drawing Hungry 

Hoss I’m sure this strip was an easy one for Bill to work on, so easy that Bill ended up drawing about 

800 pages for the comic before he stopped. The flip side of this story is that Thomson eventually ran 

their own Bill Ritchie strip called “Horse Laughs” starring “Snooty and Scamp” in the Mandy comic 

though I only succeeded in tracing it to the 2002 Mandy annual. 

 

As the 1980’s came to a close the last of Bills new strips still continued with “Pam” (Positively a 

Menace) arriving in the “Beezer” in May 1988. Curiously this strip spawned another new strip in 

September 1989 called “Scratcher” which was Pam’s cat? Also in the “Topper 88” sandwiched in 

between these strips was a strip called “Kong” which began in April 1989 and is really self- 

explanatory. 
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Kong Topper 1989: 

Next up for Bill was “Gnatasha” in the “Beezer” in October 1990 and again I want to reiterate that 

nearly all of Bill’s strips ran in the summer specials and annuals at the same time as he was drawing 

them in the comic (see index). This strip ran until September 1993 and is considered to be Bill’s last 

official strip as an employee for D.C. Thomson. Even though he was now cruising towards 

retirement, metaphorically speaking, as I don’t think Bill could ever have “cruised” in his life! He was 

still producing new strips such as his one page strip “Madverts” in the “Beezer” from December 

1992 to January 1993, and  “In the News” starting in the “Beezer” in December 1991 which ran until 

July 1993. 

After 1993 Bill continued with the Wendy strip up to and beyond his retirement. He also did ongoing 

one-offs in the Beezer & Topper and work in the Beezer summer special and Beezer annuals. As I 

mentioned he continued with Wendy almost right up to his death I believe as well as producing 

cartoons for the Weekly news. Not to mention his extra curriculum activities in the Jester (Comic and 

Cartoonists of Great Britain) magazine, to which Bill was a regular contributor, as well as various 

speedway programs and magazines. 

Only one mystery remains, and that is did Bill do a strip in the Bimbo or any other comic called 

Nursie? Nursy? I ask this question because I strongly believe he did do this strip but I’m damned if I 

can find any reference to it online or in any chats? I have added the original artwork from Bill that I 

have in my possession which suggests he did but if anyone can confirm this I would be grateful to 

know. 
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Bill’s preliminary sketches which suggest to me that not only did she exist but she evolved 

over time? 

 

Clearly he had a plan for this character? Maybe it ran in the newspaper, or one of the 

Women’s magazines? 

 

Bills death in 2010 was unexpected and sudden. But with such a legacy behind him I sincerely doubt 

he will ever be forgotten. As this piece demonstrates Bill’s volume of work, its quality, and the 
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respect of the editors throughout his career who trusted him to hit his deadlines with the quality 

they expected surely must elevate Bill into the league of the Dudley Watkins and the other humour 

greats. 

As a man he was polite, energetic, hard-working, a dedicated family man, very inquisitive and eager 

to learn all that he could about all comics and a great supporter of anything that advanced the 

knowledge of comic’s research. He claimed he never got tired when he was working on a strip. Bill 

was pivotal in helping me assemble a fish supper for ex D.C. Thomson staffers in Dundee not once 

but twice (see photo below). 

His enthusiasm for comics was infectious and sometimes all-consuming, becoming somewhat of a 

crusade in his later years, though I always became excited when an envelope from Bill dropped 

through the letter box, wondering what goodies were inside or what list of questions he needed help 

answering he had drafted for me. I will always cherish the relationship I had with Bill as I think our 

inquisitive natures and respect for each other formed a bond between us, and I miss those letters 

even today. 

I hope anyone who reads this document will realise its shortcomings and assist in researching the 

finer points and pass along any additional information you may have to my email address at 

hansen55@telus.net. Peter Hansen, October 2015. In particular I would be interested to know if Bill 

did anything for Buddy, Crunch or Bullet  comics as I have very few of these ☺ 

Below: Standing left to right. Keith Robson, Dave Sutherland, Bill Ritchie, Jim Petrie, Frank 

McDiarmid, Ken Hunter, Ian Kennedy: Seated: Nicky Hunter, Face, Mike Barrett, Dave Gudgeon. 

Already left: Doug Murray. 
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Bill (right) with his friend Mike Barrett. He of Toad in the Hole and of the long running “Up 

to date Kate” in the Diana comic with a large number of appearances on the cover: 

Naturally this article would not have been possible without the generosity of Bill when he was alive 

and recent conversations with wife Anne. Only one thing will remain a mystery forever and that is 

why Bill’s career ended at D.C. Thomson when it did. For the longest time I thought Bill had simply 

retired, and that the editorial staff perhaps thought his style was dated. But his leaving Thomson in 

1993 didn’t coincide with his 65
th

 birthday or the fact that they continued to use his services up until 

about 2003? When I asked Anne she replied he had been laid off after 39 years of service. One year 

before he was due to receive his gold watch for 40 years of service. Surely he wasn’t laid off to save 

the cost of a gold watch? Oddly a number of other long serving staff members were retired in the 

early 90’s before they received their long service award. I leave it up to the reader to draw their own 

conclusions. 

I have decided to end this article with something I have only just come across but something that is I 

think a fitting to end Bill’s story. These are the original rough preliminary designs for Baby Crockett 

the character that really started it all, and you can see that D.C. Thomson editorial staffer Ian 

Chisholm (Chiz) has circled the ones he likes best. 
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Finally I would like to dedicate this article to my friend William (Bill) Richie, with deepest thanks to 

his wife Anne, and I sincerely hope you have enjoyed a brief insight into the life of one of Thomson’s 

most productive artists, and a man who lived for what he did for all his life. 

© Peter Hansen October 2015. 
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Bill Richie Comic Strip Index: 

Please note that this index is not all encompassing as Bill did a large number of one off cartoons in 

and covers in the Wizard and Rover comics and other D.C. Thomson publications such as the 

newspapers which were not accessible in the short time required to assemble this index. Nor are 

reprints considered. In some cases I don’t have the issues I needed easily at hand so if anyone has 

the information please email me (hansen55@telus.net) and I will add it with thanks. For speed I 

have grabbed some of the images from various web sites, and as such thank in advance Peter Gray, 

Coolcol, Kahgarr, Steve Holland, Phil Shrimpton et. al. 

NEWSPAPERS 

Various newspaper cartoons beginning in 1954 and a strip called “Sporty Joe” for the Sporting Post 

also in 1954. Ongoing cartoons for Weekly news. 

BEANO: 

Clumsy Claude – Beano  January 55 – November 1955 

Pooch – Beano March 1957 – November 1957 

Uncle Windbag – Beano October 1956 – March 1957 

The Boy Who Made Faces – Beano book 1959 

Two Gun Tony – The King Street Cowboy – Beano May 1977 – October 1978 

Sweet Sue – October 1978 – April 1980 – Beano Summer Special 1979 plus Beano Book 1980 - 1981 

BEEZER: 

Charlie Chick – Beezer January – September 1956 plus Beezer book 1958 

Baby Crocket – Beezer September 1956 – September 1990 plus Beezer book 1958-1994 and Beezer 

Summer Special 1973 – 1993 

Can you beat it! – Feature 1960? 

Beezer Book Baby Crockett Cover – 1960, 1962, 

7 day weeks & Bubble Chum & Old Roman Sports – Beezer Book 1959 

Wooley West – October 1959 – March 1960 plus Beezer books for 1961, 1964, 1965, 1966 

Beezer Book 1961 – The Beezer Year (January) 

Beezer Book End papers – 1963, 1965 

Wrinkle and Tinkle – 1967 First couple of strips? 

Smiffy – February 1967 – February 1969 plus Beezer Book 1969-1971, 1973-1978, 1980-1989 
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Me and Baby C – Beezer book 1969 

Dicky Burd – February 1969 – May 1972 plus Beezer Book 1970, and 1973 (second series) 

Hairy Dan the Football Fan – May 1972-January 1981 plus Beezer Book 1974, 1975 

Our sheriffs an Ape – Beezer Book 1973 

Fun by the sea with Baby C – Beezer Summer Special 1973 plus Hairy Dan, Baby Crockett, and Smiffy 

Summer Funshine and Candy Floss - Beezer Summer Special 1974 plus Hairy Dan, Baby Crockett, and                      

Smiffy 

Summer Funshine and Candy Floss - Beezer Summer Special 1975 plus Hairy Dan, Baby Crockett, and                      

Smiffy 

Holiday hoots with Smiffy and Holiday Fun - Beezer Summer Special 1976 plus Smiffy and Baby C 

Summer Funshine - Beezer Summer Special 1977 plus Baby Crockett, and Smiffy 

Dicky Burd (second series) – March 1978 – September 1978 

Summer Funshine - Beezer Summer Special 1978 plus Baby Crockett, and Smiffy 

Summer Smiles - Beezer Summer Special 1979 plus Baby Crockett, and Smiffy 

Summer Funshine - Beezer Summer Special 1980 plus Baby Crockett, and Smiffy 

Hungry Hoss – March 1981 – August 1987 plus Beezer Book 1983 – 1989 and Beezer Summer Special 

1981 – 1987 

Summer Funshine - Beezer Summer Special 1982 plus Baby Crockett, Hungry Hoss and Smiffy 

PAM (Positively a Menace) – May 19 1988 – June 1989 plus Beano Book 1991, 1991 and Beezer 

Summer Special 1989, 1990 

By the Sea by Baby C – Beezer Summer Special 1988 

Baby Crockett’s Birthday Greetings – Beezer Book 1989 

Scratcher – September 1989 – September 1990 plus one off October 1990, Beezer Book 1991, 1992 

Pam and Scratcher – Beezer Summer Special 1990 plus Beezer Book 1991,  

Baby’s Holiday Dream – Beezer Summer Special 1990 

Gnatasha – Beezer  October 1990 – September 1993 plus Annual 1994, Beezer Summer Special 1991 

also in Beezer and Topper (reprints?) 

In The News – December 1991 – July 1993 plus Annual 1994 

Madverts – December 1992 – January 1993 
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Beezer Teasers & Miami Pets – Beezer Summer Special 1993 

Neighbours – Beezer Summer Special 1994 

Only a Game  & Teacher Types – Beezer Book 1995 

BEEZER and TOPPER:  

One off appearances; 

Issue #  Title 

109  Yourself as Others See You 

110  Television 

111  Ha-Ha Halloween 

112  Ironing Mike Timpson 

119  A Merry Xmas 

127  Exotic Theft 

130  Red Nose Day 

132  Pets 

BIMBO 

Baby Crockett – March 1961 – 1972? 

Pip the Penguin – March 1961 – 1972? 

Billy Big Ears – Bimbo 1963-? 

LITTLE STAR: 

Baby Crockett – 1972 – 1976 plus Annuals 1972-1981? 

Nursie? 

SPARKY: 

Moonsters – January 1965 – September 1968 plus Sparky annuals 

John Bulldog – November 1968 – January 1969  

Barney Bulldog – February 1969 – April 1973 and intermittently to October 1974 plus Sparky 

annuals 

CRACKER: 

Simple Spyman – Cracker Janaury 1975 – September 1976 all issues (1-87) 
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BUZZ: 

Twitz of the Ritz – January 1973 – March 1974  

Good Knight – May 1973 –January 1975 

PLUG: 

Supporting Life – September 1977 – February 1978 

TOPPER: 

Kong – April 1989? - ? 

ROVER/ROVER & ADVENTURE/ROVER & WIZARD: 

Syd the Sport – Never regular earliest edition with him in in my collection is November 23
rd

 1963. In 

my collection he is still popping up in the odd issue in 1970? 

Story Without Words – Fairly regular 1960-63 then intermittent from 1963-70, then not sure if it 

keeps going? (May have run pre 1960?) 

Then and Now – Yet another intermittent cartoon certainly pops up from 1960-1964 

Joke Page – Xmas issue 1963, and numerous football joke pages 1969-1970. 

Spadger & His Pals – August 1
st

 1970 Rover – at least five cover pages to the end of 1970 (Not seen 

in Sparky??) though allegedly it was supposed to be in the Sparky?) 

Gillie the Goalie – Rover April 25
th

 1970 – December 31
st

 1970 – not regular 

WIZARD:  

Sporty – July 1958? – 60?? Didn’t move with Wizard & Rover combining? 

Various covers – July 1958? – 1960+? 

Cha Cha Charlie – Spot illustration ongoing from July 4
th 

July 18
th

 1959 - to? 

Top Dogs – 1961/62? 

Game Gus – Wizard 1955 - ?? 

NEW HOTSPUR 

Cat Street Kids – New Hotspur 1960/61? 

BUNTY: 

Toots – 18th January 1956 – 1986 plus Holiday Specials 

Little Lulu – Bunty October 1959 - ? 
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Haggis – Bunty 1956? 

Handy Mandy – Dates? Woman who does odd jobs that always go wrong reprinted in Debbie in the 

1980’s as Handy Tandy. Dates?? 

TRACEY: 

Sporty Sue – 1981? 

Eltons Cousin Cuthbert - 1981 

Cave Girl - 1981 

Angela - 1981 

MANDY: 

Snoopy and Scampy – 1982?? 

WENDY: (Egmont Media – Denmark written (Bill Graham) and drawn by Bill Ritchie) 

Snobben & Skrutten (Snooty & Scamp) 
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The Bill Ritchie Gallery: 
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Fantastic flyer for the Rover 1950’s: 
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First Spadger and his Pals in the Rover 1970: 

 

Original Syd the Sport set: 
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Cartoon Beano Book 1960: 
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Baxendale mayhem Bill Ritchie style: 
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Gibby the Goalie character sketch for the Rover:  

 

 

When it appeared in the Rover it became Gillie the Goalie: 
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Baby Crockett’s first banner appearance: 

 

A Wizard Xmas cover: ☺☺☺☺ 
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Rare indeed! Bill’s finished strip and the original roughs for a double page spread in a 

Beezer Summer Special. 
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Toots in the Bunty Summer Special 1980’s: 
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Bills roughs for the previous page above, very, very rare to find an artist’s roughs. 
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Bill’ Cat Street Kids and Bill below : 
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Just what Bill loved “fitba” ☺☺☺☺ 

 

What happened to Wee Jock Sparra? 


